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Commitment 1:

Promote the adoption of the Constitutional Law of the National Congress and develop regulations for the Parliamentary Ethics and Transparency Directorate, the Bicameral Commission on Transparency and Citizen Participation.
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS FOR THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS

- Collaborative effort among 34 civil society organizations and the Bicameral Group on Transparency
- UNDP support as facilitators of the process
- Participative methodology
**Initial Meeting**

- Contextualize the importance of working in a participative manner to create this regulation
- Reflect on the participation of civil society organizations in the legislative process
- Identify priority areas that enable an effective participation in the legislative process
Workshop

“World Café” Methodology:

§ Civil society leaders in all tables
§ Creative process of collaborative dialogue
§ Exchange of knowledge
§ Generation of ideas, agreements, paths towards creative and innovative actions
§ Welcoming and friendly environment
Results

Theme 1: Improve the representation of civil society for participation in the legislative process

- Improve coordination and collaborative work between organizations
- Role of civil society to educate, build capacity and disseminate information
- Autoregulation of civil society

Theme 2: Improve civil society participation in committee public hearings and other spaces for participation

- Role of the Congress as a proactive actor in the promotion of representative citizen participation
- Institutionalization of participation enshrined in different regulatory levels
- Transparency → Improvement and standardization of committee hearing records
Results (2)

Theme 3: Strengthening participation and impact through technology
- Effective communication and feedback → Technological tools with a two-way character
- Guaranteeing the protection of personal and sensitive personal data
- Enhance the use of technologies

Theme 4: Improving and incorporation of citizen participation mechanisms in Congress
- Participative accountability
- Decentralized work in committees
- Educating civil society with comprehensible language

Theme 5: Strengthening inclusion in the area of citizen participation
- Build civil society capacity to use different participation mechanisms
- Decentralize participation across the territory
Next steps

01
A group of civil society and the Bicameral Group draft the outline of the regulations

02
Once approved, the detailed regulations are drafted

03
All organizations will be able to participate in the entire process
INTERFAZ CIUDADANÍA 2 CONGRES

DEFINIR USUARIOS PARA CONSULTOR

Instrumento de los coordinadores Red de Consultoría

FORMACIÓN Cívica Ciudadana

Ejemplo: Laboratorio Habitar Canoas

PLATAFORMA DE DATOS

Origenだと思う - Comité - Programa

GRUPOS INTERESADOS

 derechos del asistente en pleno - Fiscal chat

Día 1: Convenio de equidad 

Taller: tiempo real

Prueba con el proyecto
Support with facilitation, records and systematization of this work